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"What is the sound of one hand clapping? This question or riddle was

first posed by the Japanese Zen Master Hakuin (1686-1769) as a meansof

tating enlightenment. The disciple, given a Koan [riddle] to see through*was

encouraged to put his whole strength into the singleminded search for its

solution, to be a thirsty rat seeking for waters..,' to carry the problem
o

with him everywhere, until suddenly, if he were successful, the solution, came.
1

The Koan was a technique originated by the Zen masters to help thekshake

their students out of routine ways of thinking and acting, to open pup new possi-

bilities, and to help the individual student realize his full potential. In

many ways the master teacher in a teacher center is engaged in these same processes,

helping classroom teachers investigate for themselves different ways of ,thinking,

acting, teaching, and learning. From my perspective, evaluation is:yet another

way of serving this same function for program staff. The evaluation assists

program staff to stand outside, them elves and look at what the''re doing; evalu-

ations can shake staff out of routine ways of doing.khings, open up new possi-
.

bilities, and help staffmenbers realize their full potential.

The starting point in the evaluative process is asking the right questions.

A basic tenet of the Koan educational method is that the question is as important

as the answer. This paper will focus on evaluation questions for teacher centers.

e answers to these questions may be as simple, or as complex, as the 'answer

Yoel H9ffman, The Sound of One Hand (New York, 1975)., p. 22.
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.. to any given Zen Koan.

. t

A Flower in Bloom I

A monk asked Master,UmMon, "What is the pure body'of truth?"

-2-

Master Ummon said, "A'flower in blaOm."

tionk:. "A flower in bloom' - what's it mean?"

Master: "Maggots in the shit hole, pus of leprosy, scab over
a

Without monk apprentices asking "What's'it mean ?" there would have been

'no Zen master in this eighteenth century Orien tal version,pf a teacher center

interaction. "What's-it mean?" may be a philosVphical, religious, or epistemo-,

logical question. It can.also be the very concrete, practical question of

researchers or program staff poUring over pages of statistical tables and reams

of computer print-out 'generated by an evauatiOn study.

Consicter a real example frod some of the data collected during the 1973-74

evaluation of the pilot teacher centers conducted orthe Office of Education.

Among educators interviewed in Rhire Island

....27 percent of the total sample indicated that they had
,participated in from oneto eicht different inservice training
sessions sponsored.* the RITC. This included 78 percent of

1 the superintendents, 39- ,percent of the administrators,
1' percent of the secondary school teachers and 22 percent
of the elementary school teachers sampled. About 40 percent
of the respondents reported that-they received graduate
credit for their time. The participants generally said that
the training met their 'needs, but 60 percent indicated that
this need still existed after the training\sesSion.2

. 1

What's it mean? The,ansWe to that question would seem to depend on who

is interpreting the data. For some the data mayindicate "a flower in bloom;"

for others t may mean "maggots in the shit hole;" ,and for Master Ummon it might

mean both.

2
Robert Covert, Johli Radzikoski, and Jane 'egel, Evaluating the Four Teacher

Center Pilots: The Second Annual Report, Evaluation Research Center, University
of Virginia_ (Charlottesville, Va..: 1974), p. 22. .

.

. .
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Sharon Feiman, in corriienting on .the report cited above, takes issue with

the. conclusion that '"inservice training vas* made more relevant and current"

based only on evidenc,e that "training was offered in a wide variety of innovative

programs." She questions the assumption that "new is better" and that "exposure

brings improvement." She goes on to say that: "Without descriptions of actual

training activities, analyses of what specific needs they addressed, and more

precise definitions of their 'effects, it is hard to interpret the findings in

this evaluation."
3

It is hard for Feiman to' interpret the data because she has a different

set of questions than those ansvered in the cited research. But a simple

syllogism may make the data 'quite interpretable for, others .

Participation in training sessions is improvement.
Twenty-seven percent participated in training.

. Twenty-seven percent are improved.

Perhaps this is a poor definition of improvement -- but in whose opinion.,

I showed the data paragraph from the pilot teacher center evaluation to a

graduate student and asked "What's it mean?" The student replied: ,"40 percent

o'f the respondent 'got graduate, credit for their time. It means taxpayers

are getting ripped off to raise the credentials of teachers so they'll get highei-

Salaries -- under the guise of"teavQ: improvement."

This long dicourse on the perception of flowers versus maggots is not
...-

aimed at simply making et point that different people perceive things differently.

I take that to be t uism. The point is that this)truism is regularly and co

sistently ignored in the design of evaluation studies. 'Laboring under the osstim

. . ,
tions of pos,itivistic social science, we pretend, that there is some body of data

., t , .
out there -that has only to be collected at which point We will know What it all

..

:, 4t
means, whether or not it works, whether or nbt we're successful, whether or

'

not

3SharorioFeiman, "Evaluating Teacher Centers," School ReVieW, (May, 1977),,
s.in pres; _

-

r
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we're-effective. Such data simply do net 'exist outside the context of a specific

group of people with a particular perspective.

The implications for evaluation of this truism about differential perceptions

are enormous. It means that instead of beginning with the trAditional first

question in evaluation textbooks -- "What are the program's goals?" -- we must

begin by asking: "Whose goals for the program will be evaluated?". Instead of/
asking "What'sit mean?" we Must ask'''Who,is going to decide what it means?"

a
Before exploring the implications of this perspective let me try to make the

point a different way. 1

Hunting Bears

Zen Koans are one educational technique for helping the learner look at

the world in a different way. Another technique that has emerged over time

through journeys into and out of a variety of rich cultural traditions is the

Sufi story. Sufi stories, particularly stories, about the adventures and follies
\

of the incomparable Mulla (Master) Nasrudin, are .ameans of communicating ancient

wisdom. "Nasrudin is the classical figure devised by the ,dervishes partly for

the purpose of halting for a moment- si tuations in `which certain States of mind

"Ire glade .Since Sufism is something which is lived as well. as something

which is perceived, a Nasrudin tale cannot in itself produce complete enlighten-
,

ment., On the other hand, it bridges the gap between mundane life',and-a trans-.

mutation of consciousness in a manner which no other literary forM yet produced
"

. has been, able to attain."4
What, then, can we learn ifrom N.asrudi'n' about evalu-

ation M teacher centers? Let's try the parTble about hunting bear'-'s...

A king who enjoyed Nas'rudin's company,., and also liked to
hunt, commanded him to accompany Mm pn a bear hunt, Nasrudin
was terrified.

When Nasrudin returned to his village, someone asked him:
"Roy? did the hunt go?"

41dries Sfiah, "The.§ufis (New York: 1964), p. 56..
5
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"Marvelousl

"How many bears did you see?"

"-None."

"How could it have gone marvelously, then?'

"When you,,are hunting bears, and you are me, seeing no bears
at all is a marvelous experience."

. .

Permit me. to translate this tale into modern language. The evaluation,

report on the kind's hunt might read something *like thiS:

EVALUATION1OF 'THE BEAR PROJECT

(This is a study undertaken for His Majesty's Ministry of the Interior,

C-

under the auspices of the Department of Natural Resources, for the Division of

Parks, Section on Hunting, Office of Bears. This is a study ofdthe relationship

between the number of bears sighted on a' hunt and the number Of beai-s shot o,n

a hunt. Our hypothesis.' is that.there is a direct, linear relationship beteen
,

.ttie sighting of bears and.killingof bears. The data' was collected on a recent

royal hunting expedition. The sample size is.therefore sonfe4at small and

generalizations cannot be, made with cbnfidende. In. effeEt this is an exploratory

case study, Campbelr and Stanley Research Design No. \l.

The data- support the hypothe-Sis at the .04 01 level of significance. Indeed,

the correlation, is perfect. The number of bears sAghted was Zero, and the

numbv of, bears killed was zero. In ho case was a bear killed without first

being sighted. We therefore recommend that in future projects new Royal. regulations

be implemented recCuiring' that bears first be' sighted before they tare killed.

-5 Ibid., p. 61.

Respectfully submZtted,

The InCompa'rable Mulla Nasrudin

Royal .Eval uator

6 o



While this evaluation report mit/ be 'statistically somewha 1 Ps S, rigorous

than the average evaluation study, it shaINs'one major characteristic with

almast all other rep orts of this genre; 'It is impossible to tell whether-or

not it answers anyone's question. Who 'decided that the outcome should be the
.number of bears Oiled? Perhaps the prect st ff simply uses the hunt as a

format for gett'ng royal '(Federal) money to 'cond ct field trips and the real

outcome is a. heightenedcsensitivity to nature? or, a elos'errelationship between,

Nasrudin and the king? ',or reduction o'f.Nasrudin''s fear of bears? or an increase
-1 .

in the ki'ng's power over Nasrudin? It may even be posible (likely .') that dif-.

ferent characters in the situation have different objectives and would like ,

different outcome.measu'res. If so, irseems. unlikely that all characters will

be interested in the same evaluation data. Who will decide what it all beans?'

For Nasrudin the data indicated a "marvelous" outcome. Other decision-makers

might read the data differently.

Utilization of Evaluation Research

This emphasis on determining who the evaluation will serve as the first

qtep i the evaluationeprocess derives from a personal bias that evaluations

ought to be,. useful they ought to have an impact on whit peop le thInk,'plan,

and do: In 1973.this bias led me to get involved in a--tudy of the factors -

that affect the utilization of evaluation research. We studied the *ilization

OT twenty Federal health evaluations. by interviewing the principle prograin person,

evaluato, and project officerin each case. 6 In attempting to identify the

factors that affect utilizaiion of evaluation findirs 41e asked respondents to

comment on the relevance and importance of eleven factors extr cted from the )

literature on utilization:

6. The study is described in detail in Michael Patton, et.al., "In4Search
of Impact: An Arialysis of the Utilization of Federal Health Evaluation Research,"
in Using Social Science Research in' Policy-Making, Carol Weiss, ed, (New Ydrk,
1977),..pp. 141 -163.
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methodological quaJity, methodological appropri-ateness
timeliness, lateness of rePort -positive-negative findings ,
surprise of findings; central - peripheral program objectives
evaluated, presence-absence -of, rel4ated studies , pol ti cal
factors, goyernment.:evaluator Interactions, and 'resources
available for the study:

Finally, we -asked 12esponidents to "pick out the single factor you feel

O .

a

had the greatest effect on how this study was used."

Two, related factor's emerged as impor ant in our interviews: (1) 'a political-i ..
considerations factor' and (Z) a factor we have called the ,personal factor. This

.latter: factor Vas unexpected and :its clear importlance to our respondents has

substantial mplications forthe utilization of evalpation research. None of

the other specific literature factors about which we asked questions emerged

as important with any consistency.

The personal factor emerged most drahatieally in our interviews When,

/having asked respondents *to comment on the importance of each of our eleven

utilization factors, we asked them to'ide fy the single factor that was most

important inexplairiingthe impact or 1 ck of impact of that particular study..

Time after time, tie-factor they ident fied ias, not on our list. Rather, the.Y

responded in terms of the importance 6.t.individual .people`.

Fot lack of a-better term, we ave simply called ,this new variable the personal

factor. It is made up of equal p is of leadership,, interest, enthusiaim,

_determination, commitment, aggre si.venes's, and caring.' Where the personal factor

emerges_, eValuations.have an i act; where it is absent, there is a marked absence

of impact.

Comments from one study with an unusually high level of utilization are

illustratiye. The decisionmaktr was asked why this particular study had so

much impact. His answer was brief and to the point:

Well, [the evaluation had an impact] 1:4cause we designed the
project with an evaluation component in it, so we'or'e expected
to use it and we did.....Not just the fact that teviruation]

"as built in, but t e fact that we built it in on purpose.;
That is, the agen head sand,myself had broad responsibilities
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for this, wanted the evaluation study results and we expected
to use them. Therefore they were used. That's my point. If
someone else had built it in because they thought it .was needed,
and %kte didn't care, 1,'m sure the use of the study results would
have. been di fferent.

. The evaluator, (ad external agent selected through an open RFC process),

'completely agreed that:

The, principal reasop (for utilization'] was because -the decisionmaker
was the guy who reqbrested the evaluation and who used-its results'.
That is, the organizational distance between the policy maker and
the evaluator was 'almost zero in this instance. That's the.most

, important reason it had in impact.°
-

What emerges here is a picture Of a decisionmaker who 'knew what information

. he wanted, an evaluator committed to answering the decistionmaker's question, and

a decisionmake, committed to using that inf)nnation. The result was a high level

of utilization in making a decision contrary,Ao the detislonmaker's initial

personal hopes., I
This point was made often in- the interviews.. 'One h'i,ghly 'placed and highly

experientgd administrator from yet a different project offered the following

advice at the end of. a fOur hour interview:

- Win over the program people. Make sure you'rehooked into the
person who's going to ma0e the decision in six months from the
time you're doing the study, and make sure that he feels it's
his study, that these are his ideas, and that it's focused
on his values....'

The 'message here is in two parts. First, evaluators cannot conduct useful

studies unless they know whose question they are answering; and secondly, program

people have a right and an obligation to participate in the entire evaluative

process from design to interpretation if results are to be usefill. 'In some cases

such participation means making demands that are unusual and beyond the experiences

of most evaluators. In 1972 the teacher trailing program at the New School for
. .

Behavioral Studies in Education, University of North Dakota, was to be evaluated
,0

p. 157.

8Ijyrd., p. 158.

9lbid.
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16as part Of a natiOnal Office of .Education study. Dean Vito Perrone argued that

the study, as designed, wouldbe useless to the New School. He talked the

Office of Education people into allowing him to spend the New School's portidn

of the evaluation money, on astudy lecally,designed and:locally conducted.

The subsequent evaluation wa's entirely staff designed and produced instruments

ad.data that have become an integral part 'of the North Dakota prograM,. The

national -study produced large' volUces of numbers (with blank$ entered on the

lines for North Dakota), and as far as I can tell, was of no .particular use to

anyone.'

Contemplate, then, the usefulness of eval uad on research. Begin the eval u-

ative process by asking:.. Who is this study for? ghos,e question will be answered?

Begin by contemplating the usefulness oif what to whom. And if you can't answer-,

that initial. question in terms of real people with real questions, then leave'

the evaluation and contemplate a Zen Oen; fOr example, the Koan' on" snow: "Where
.4 i L. '''

do all these lovely snowflakes fall, anyway? , Do they fall in any particular place?"
::t 0

. . .V.- PROGRESS VERSUS CHANGE_ N.:

One of the purposes of evaluation research, for some the major "purpose,

is to tell us whether or not we're getting where we wank to be. In the' preceding,

pages I've suggested that different people involved in the same program may want

to get to different places: Various people will' interpret data about where we

are in different ways. For Many the issue centers on the question of improvement. ,

Are things, improving? 'Are teachers improving? Arne children doing better? These

may well be the central questions in an evaluat n of teacher centers. Kathleen. ,

Devaney in a paper on Teacher Centers argires that assessment of program effective-,

ness have to be in termS of verifying individual teachers' improvement in
10 .clasSroom perforMance over time...."

10Kathleen Devaney, "Surveying Teachers' Centers,," Teachers' Centers Exchange,
Occasional Paper No. 1, National Institute of Education, (April, 1977), p. 7; italics
added. 1 0
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(
Let me suggestthat for teacher center evaluations it may be important to

separate the issue of improvement from the related, but quite different, issue-
.)

of 'impact or c.iage. Improvement involves a judgment about whether or not

something is better. Impact involves the more limited question' of whether or

not something is different. An observed differenje may or may not constitute

improvement depending onto is making the value judgment about whether 4*:)r not a

change is for better or worse. It is crucial throughout the evaluation process

that empirical observations about program impact be kept separate from judgments

about whether ornot such impact *constitutes improvement.

Suppose a teacher center conducts a series of workshops on the use of

resources outside the classroom. As a result, a group of teachers increase the

time students spend in the community by an average of three hOurs a week. The

time spent outs,ide the classroom led to an average redqcti-on of one hour per

week.in time spenitin class work doing both reading and arithmetic. OLitsiVe the

classroom the students are exposed to a .yariety of activities arid opportunities,

but there is a net reduction in the time spent doingupervised reading and

arithmetic. Clearly the teacher center has had an 'impact.. Change has occurred.

.

. - .

But have the teachers "improved"? The answer to that question depends on how

much one valves supervised reading and arithmetic compared to other stimulating
4

activities.

A Sufi story illustrates quite nicely the problem of cletermining whether or
.

not improvement has occurred. e setting is a teahouse, a Sufi term for meeting

puce of dervishes. A monk en rs and states:
,

"My master taug t me to spread the ,word that mankind will
never be' fulfilled, u til the man who fiSs not been wronged is as
indignant about a w ng as the man, who actually has been wronged."

,.
The assembly is momentar ily Unpressed, Then Nasrudin speaks:'* 7

"My master taught me that nobody at should, become indignant
about anything until he is sure that what he thinks js a wrong is

.11



in fedi/a wrong - -,.and not a blessing in disgUise!
tip Questions of right,and'wrong, better or worse, are not dimple empiric#1

questions. To formulate evaluation. questions Solely in such terms can sabotage

an evaluation from the beginning. What then can one do? In my judgment, die

empirical questioti .is not improvement but change. I suggest that, we beginnOt

with the -question of whether or not teachers are "better," but whether-or not

. they are different. Has the program been effective. in changing teachers? Do the

-think differently? Can they do things noP that they couldn't .dothefore? 99 they .

feel di fferently? Are di fferent things occurring in teachers/ claalrooms? These

are empi eva uation questions . Data from these evaluation questions can then

be used to determine whether or not such changes and differences constitute progress

or improvement.

This is not an esoteric, semantic disttnction. Nor is it the beginning Of

a polemic on value-free social science. It i's a practical suggestion for distin-

guishing between that which can be observed (by whatever methods) and that which

cannot be oMerved. Failure to make that_diAinction can lead to - serious misunder- .

standings and miscommunications 'throughout the evaluation prOcess.

<What,' then, can be observed?. There are essentially five categories of

changes --I n, teachersiond:mi ght investigate:

1. Changes in teachers' feelings(f.e.', Arale, .suppo-rt,
'enthusiasm, isolation, etc:);

2.. Changes in teachers' opinions (i.e., Interpretations,
attitudes, expations, gdals ,_, etc. ) .

3. Changes in teachers' kpowledge (i.e., fa,cts, dafa, theories, -.
.

models; etc .');

4.t Changes, in teachers' sk:ills , things' they tan doi; and.

5'. Changes in teachers 2behavi or: (i .e. , things teachers a ctual ly.
a do do in teaching):

11 Shah, 22.. cit., PP-. 58-9. - t '-',
.

12 , J.,

. These five c4tegorieg. correspond tb the five elements of awareness identified
by Elam Nunnalily, Sherrod Vier, and D4niel Wackman, Alive and,Aware.i -
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A particular teacher cerlter might focus on any or all of these types ,of

hanges. Programs typical ly vary considerably in degree of emphasis on ,different
. -

outcomes. A comprehensive evaluation might well look at all of these outcomes.

olp, For some educators "improvement" only occurs if teacher behavior changes; for
, 4

others 'changes in teachers' feelings constitute sufficient improvement to justify

a 'program., Many educatOrs relate' changes together in. a .sequence: knowledge
4

changes (new information) then attitude change (new understandings) then skill

change (new capacity) then behavior change (new actions). Where in this chain

does real improvement begin? Kathleen Devaney qtiotes one educator to the effect

that:
The key to opening people to change is attitude;not
mation and skills. I can distill into ten pages what I
think a teacher needs lin order] to teach reading. But
befo...6 that, teachers must` get a set of basic -attitudes*--*
how langUage is viewed, how reading is viewed. Attitudes are
'the crucial foundation that makes it possible to assimilate new skills.

By carefully specifying the changes that staff want to observe in teachers

as a result of teacher center activities, program staff can clarify and make

explicit what they mean by "improvement." The next task is to determine what

different levels of change indicate about the' program. If fiftyfive percent

of the teachers in a workshop actually use a set of materials in their classroom,

is tt high usage or low usage? Does that mean the workshop was effective or

dneffective? The workshop had.an impact, but what'level of impact is destrable?
--,7,'-44-%k

What levelnis acceptable? And'what 1ev41 spells -trouble? These issues 'should Be
. whatresolved before VISta is collected to permit -the discussion about what

4 .:=

4 ,. i
.

constitutes Improvement to take place in an atmosphere that is not charged with

. :defensiveness, rationalization, and justification.
0

Suppose you are collecting data on frequericy of individual visits as Feiman

did.l`f Her data can be grouped as follows!

"0 Cit., p.. 7.

*--P 14Sharcul Feiman, Teacher Curriculum Work Center: A Descriptive Study, North
,Dakota StUdy,Group on Evaluation Monogrfpit, University of Norti Dakota (Grand Forks,

yI



Number of Visits,

Made by a Teacher Number- of
to the Center Visits-

% of Tqtal
Visitors

1 - 2 .; 185 .

3 or more 45

80.4%

19.6%

.,: .

Note: Data are for visits between Jan-Ua)ry 10 and February 28.
? .

)
,

..
I don't know how staff reacted to these findings. My guess is that once

..i these data are collected the progFam staff might,look at them and say, "Oh,

yes, tot's -about what we've anticipated, Plus the data don't include people

who come to regular workshops and speci-al classes. Then, too, 'since only

23' teachers-noted on the background forms that they first visited the Center .

during the period of .observatcon, it is not likely that most of the people who

came once were first-time vlsitors' And the observation time was really too

short. Plus January and February and bad months, you know, everyone is depressed

with winter, and..:."

Soon it becomes apparent that either the data don't tell us much, at least

not without othtr data, or that stiff aren't prepared to-deal with what the

'eta do suggest. This is not at all unusual 'as a post-evaluation scenario.

Now let us try another scenario. At the outset of the evaluation study, the

, .
program staff discuss their notions ,of what their task is and how teacher change

occurs. The staff decide that the kind of impact they want to havefannot occur

..
,.

in one or.,tQo visits, to the .teacher center. "If teachers don't return after

one or two visits we mist be doing something wrong." The period.of time in

question is a full twelve moAtif period -..Before the data are collected the staff -

e , ,
complete the following table:'

1

* 14 "

(-
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Interpretation of data Percentage of teachers'
who have contact with the
Center three ar more tinies

,We'rle doing an outstanding
job of engaging teachers
at this level

51 75% _

We're doing an adequate job
of engaging, teachers at this
level

26 - 500.

We're doing a poor job of
engaging teachers at this .0 - 25Y,

level

A record keeping system must then be established that staff agree to and

believe in so that the data have credibility. The teacher center staff have

'committed themselves to actively engaging teachers on a multiple, contact basis.

The data will provide,clear feedback about the effectiveness of the program.

The key point 'is that if staff are unwilling and/or unable to interpret data

and set expectancy levels before the evaluation'there is no reason to believe

they can do so after the evaluation. In addition, going through this process

ahead of time alerts participants to additional 'data they need in order to make

sense of the.evaluation; clearly one table on frequency of visits -is only a)

r

. starting place. Finally, involving staff in such a process helps clarify the

evaluation criteria that are being used arid,. if staff are involYed in establishing

these criteria themselv,es, the evaluative process will increase their cdnmitment

to. use the data for program improvemen.

If multiple contacts with teachets is a key issue for center staff they yould

probably want to conducfol low-up interviews with teaCherS'who,didn't return and

teachers who did return. hat was the diffe'rence? There...are Many. possibilities'

for extending this example. The point that the evaluation question must be

catefully formulated in a,ccordinace with the basic goals' of the teacher center;

staff are involved in establishing explicit criteria for, interpreting the ddta;r 4---. 4
and staff canit themselves to taking the process seriously.

,.
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Many or the most serious conflicts in evaluation research re rooted in

the failure to clearly specify criteria_in advnce of data col l' ction. This can

lead both to collection of the wrong data and/or intense disagreement about the

standards for interpreting data that have already been 'collect . Without explicit

criteria data can be interpreted to. mean almost.ahyVing -about he program

and about the quality of teacher center staff. Witness ,, for (ample, Master

Zibalu's fainous evaluation of the staff in eighteenthcentury Chinese teacher

centers:

Maher Obaku said, "You are all, leftover eaters If you vtalk
around the world and search for truth in such manner, what
achievement can you expect? Do you know that here are no
more Zen masters in China?'

A

Then a monk stepped out and said, "Aren4t the e those who
walk around earnestly instructing the masses? What of
them?"

Obaku said,' "I did not say there is no Zen anymore, only that
there are no great masters."

The Outcomes' of Individual ization

Feittan reports that most teacher center programs advocate individualization
-

in that ''teachers must be allowed to begin at thckr Own beginnings, draw on

personal stren `hs, and learn at their own pace. . !15 This creates special problemsi
in' evaluating the outcomes of teacher center experiences, particularly problems

interpreting varying levels of change to make inEetpretations about improvement.

.Measuring improvement' for evaluation purposes turns out to be a very tricky

problem. The first problem is determining the le'vel at which learners enter, the:kI.
situation. Then, for any given knowledge area or. skill there are upper limits

\ .
of competency. Onefcan ' t show improvement indi finitely. It is well- established

, .

Mil)that learnin urs most rapidly and in greatest amount for a person who is just

beginning to study a new subject. The reason is simply that there is more to

15Feiman (1977), .02.. Cit., p. 16.
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learn at the beginning.' After a time, percentage gains decline. Persons Oho

have never driven a car candimprove their skills 100%; persons who have driven

for years may pnly be able to.shoct a small percentage gain after further instruc-

a.
tibn. How can ,the large percentage gains in a program of novices be compared

to the small per,centage gains in a program of experts? And teacher centers include

both!

An individualized teacher center program requires an individualized set of

evaluation change criteria that take into consideration where a teacher beWns,

what the teacher wants and needs, and what changes occur after the experience.

This -may. mean 'a careful system of descriptive' records for teacher center partic-

ipants (or a sample thereof) not unlike the record-keeping'systems,developed by

Pat carerty16 for observing changes in students over time. Such a system permits

the recording -of some types of information about each teacher but, also permitS

the collection of systematic data on the individual developement of each teacher.,
4.

Such records serve program advisors forboth planning and evaluation purposes.

The point here is that an evaluation system is worthless if it collects data

about the wrong things. Observing changes in a highly individualized program

means monitoring' and describing different changes for different individuals and

then looking for overall patterns of teacher change and learner activity in

the program.

One evaluation report on a`teacher workshop program tried to solve the probfert

by simply asking teachers how many felt they had changed as a result of their work-
.

shop experience. Severity-six percent said they had-Changed. But no data was

collected on how they changed or what activities led to the change. In terms
N.

of actual program planning and improvement the data weren't very useful.

An oft-repeated Sufi story illustratesthe importance of observing and coil ectin'

data on the right thing.

. 4 .

16Pat'Careny; A Phenomenological Approach to the Study of Human PhenoMena. . '"'

North Dakota Study Group on Evaluation, University of North iakota, (Grand r-orks., 157

. 11
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Nasrudin used to take his donkey across a frontier every
day, with the panniers loaded with straw. Since he. admitted
to being a smuggler when he trudged home every night, the
frontier guards searched him again and again.- They searched
his person, sifted thd straw, steeped it in water, .even
burned it frot time to time. Meanwhile he was beComing vis-
ibly more sand more prosperous.

A

Thenl'he retired and went to live in another Country.
Here, one of the customs officers Met him, years later.

"You can tell me now, Nasrudin," he said. "Whatever was
-it that you were smuggling, when we could never/catch you out?"

"Donkeys sai d Nas rudi n:

4.

The One. True

Enlightenment is the goal in Buddhism. Koans and Sufi stories are only

;4.two or many techniques for assisting the learner along the path toward Enlighten-

',merit, ."the shattering of the Great Doubt..., the welling up of a flood of c.ixalta-

tion. 'If you take up one Koan,' Master Hakuin said,'and investigate it unceas-

. ingly, y r mingrwill die and your will will be.destroyed. It is as, though a

vas , empty, abyss lay before you, with no place to set your hands and feet.

pu face death and your bosom feels as though it we're fire. Then suddenly you

are, one with the Koan, and body and mind are cast off.... You must push forward

rlentlessly and with the help of this cPmplete concentration you will penetrate
.

'without fail to the basic source of your own nature. "17
. .

The Koans were a method 'for attaining Enlightenment, but they were also

."
an evaluation tool for detectTng Enlightenment. There are correct responses

and incorrect responses to the Master's Koanic question, "What is, the sound of.

one hand, clapping ?" There are close to two thousand\ recorded Koans, -- complete

'sequences of questions and 'enlightened tresponsgs .18 Koans are supposed tO e

passed on in secret frork,Maeter to disciple,-"transmitted only bY word of mouth
f' A

17Hoffman, 02. Cit Pp, 22-23.
.

.7
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to the student in the master's room.
19

The pupil vows to keep the Koans a secret

and to tr.ansmit them only to chosen- disciples ,after he has become a Zen Master.

Koans were first published under a pseudonym by a rebel Zen master who had .

become disenchanted with his fellow masters. The publication created an enormous

scandal because once the Koans were made public anyone could supposedly memorize

the correct responses. Therefore, anyone could become a Zen Master. How, then,

Was one to tell the truly enlightened from the fakes? Meanwhile, the rebel,

maintained that monks were already mindlessly repeating Koans without being

enlightened.20

t

master

The Koans themselves emerged out of-a debate over whether enlightenment

truly

came from passive meditation or a more active searching with the mind. Other

Zen monastic retreats disagree over whether Enlightenment Conies slowly over
\

ime
.

or quickly, all-at-once. Of such issues are sects created, each teaching the

One TrUe Way.

Western social scientists would scoff at such religious absolutism. and,
dii,,

under the enlightenment provided by cultural relativism, would explain in great

depth why each culture deceives itsel f.wi th its own version of Truth. These

same social scientists will then design ari educational experiment to determine
..

the one best way to teach students that there is no one best, way to attain

Enlightenment. it

When I finished reading Sharon Feiman's excellent paper on the three models

of teacher centers21 I immediately had a vision of a ,researcher writing a proposal

which would be enthusfastically funded by the National Institute of Edudation to
, .

determine which of the three models was most effective in changing teachers.

., s-
This despite the fact that every large scale experiment of this kind (witness the

..- I
' 19I.

Miura and R.F. Sasaki, The Zen Koan (Kyoto: First Zen Institute of

/
rica, 1965), p.4 28. ,4,

.20HoffMan, ill. Cit., pp. 39 -44.

21Feimari (1977),.02.. Cit.

19 .
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National..Follow Through E4`uation) has found that the within-group variationx

is greater than the' between-group variati on, i .e. , 'the "experimen t" fails to
identify a single best "treatment::

1

But the sea ch goes. 6n. Educational programs are compared to each other

.using stanciardiz d criteria despite the fact that different progrant are trying

to do different ngs Such evaluation comparisons are particularly insidious

because they subt -Overt' program staff from their original goals. Let me

Illustrate the Oro lem.using the Feiman paper.

Feiman descri es three types of teacher cena ters: "behavioral" centers,

"humanistic" centers, and " developmental" centers. I apologize fort the injustice

done to her paper by the table below, but this table represents a ,simplified

summary o rry understanding of the di fferences' among th tiL,.ir* models. .

Type of Center Primary Process of Primary Outcomes of,
Affecting Teachers the Process

1. Behavioral Centers

2. Humanistic Centers

Curriculum specialists direct-
ly and formally instruct ad-
ministrators and teachers

Informal , non-directed
teacher exploration; "teachers
select their own treatment."

3. Developmental Centers Advisors es tablish 'warm,
interpersonal , and di re cti ye
relationship with teachers
working with them over time

Ir

Adoption of comprehensive
curriculum systems , metheOds
and packages by teachers

Teadher feel supported and
important; pick up concrete
and pilktical ideas and
materiNs for immediate use
in their classrooms.

Teachers' thinking about wh
.ttiey do and why they do it
is changed over time;
teacher personal developmen

Regardless of Whether or not one agrees with F imam's categorieS, it is

clear that, at least to some extent, different teactier centers are trying to

accomplish different outcomes. The three models cannot be compared to determine

which one is best, or most effective, because they are trying to do different 7

things. Evaluation can help determine whether or not each of the outcomes have
\

been attained for each specific program, but evaluation cannot determine which 1

.
20
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. ,

,outcome is Most. desirable to attain or which outcome is "best." ..

a . .

, Moreover, it is important to distinguish clearly between the outcomes detired'
.

, r . c

for a program and the process used.for attaining those/outcomes. Feiman suggests ,
. . . .
that there are three models of teacher Centers actually in operation each char-

acteried by a. specific process linked to a specifi'c set of desired outcome.
. .

...
But.theOretically there are nine models, one model for each combination ,of

process atidq)utcome. In addition there are a nearly, endless variety of mixes

-with some teacher centers undoubtedly using all three processes.
4

It.,
. Another Sufistory illustrates, the importance of understanding clearly the

7. 4

difference between the processes for attaining a goal` and the actual goal itself.
-.,

4

The-incomparable Mulla Nasrudin is visited by a would-be
disciple. The man, after many vicissitudes, arrives at the hUt
on the mountain where the Mull a is sitting. Knowing that every ,;., ,..

single action of the illuminated Sufi is meaningful, the new- t,

corner asks Nasrudin why he is blowing on his hands'. ,"To warm
myself in the cold, of course." 0

Shortly afterward, Nasrudin pours out f bowls of-soup, :ht,
and blOwS on his own. "Why are you doin that: Vaster?" asks
the,disciple. "To cool it, of tours says the teacher.

--.
At this pOint the disciple 1 eaves Naw,udin , unable' to

trust .any longer a man who uses the s process to arrive
at different results -- heat and cold. ..

/

A comprehensive evaluation will gatherinformatibn about both process and

outcomes. Indeed, the processes identified by a local teacher center staff

as those processes they desire to employ their work constitute a set of

-program implementation goals. Evalua rs refer to the study of`factort affecting° :-

program implementation as "process valuation. Feiman's study of the Tdacher ..

/- . .

. Curriculum Work Center22'.is a,p,rOcess evaluation'. She studied what, teachers did

at the Center, i.e., the- processes whereby they obtain support, ideas, and
_

. .

materials; she did not study whether or not teachers aCeually-changed what they
'. 2. ' - .

.

did:in the classroom. Such process studies can be extremely valuable for they
... ,

.
, . .. 4

-,, -r .J........9,,
Fei man"(1975), Op. Cit.

i.

.1;
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provide staff with information about whether or not the program is being finale- .

mentbd as desired.

_ . '------. .

. .

u
.

.
.

with near certainty the behaviors, attitudes, and inner ,workings of that person
, .

-21- .

7'Just as it is inappropriat to compare teachell "centers that aim at different

e
aptcomes, it is .also inappropriate .to- compare the teacher cent%,epproach to

educational in-service with other school-based or University-based approaches! to
'd,

teacher in-service. To do so is to once agar search'fur The One True Way in
I

a world where different approaches work differently for Offgredt people. ,Each.

approach must be empirically evaluated in its own terms; the decision about whether

or not the goals of a particular approa0 are desirable is a tholitical question.

From whence cometh this evaluation,reocupation with identifying the one

best approach to a problem? From the earliest days of my social science training
.

I was taught that the aim of social science was to find that one set of variables

that would allow us to perfectly predict human behavior. I was taught that the

problem of perfectly predicting human behavior was largely e measurement problem.
,

, ae

It4rOnly had complete data do a person or group o* people we Could predict
i .

)

or'group. The equations never quite worked out bUt that was because of "measurement

, . i

error," problems with "variable specification," and, of courie-, the 'unfortunate

(

o
fact that there will always be a few deviants around tb;.)screw up our predict:1p.

This positivist, perspective has had an important effect on government

policy-making and on research funding,. especially evaluation and policyt.... v.P -

,.,
. 6

Legislators would like to find the-one solution, so they mandate research-to tell

them" the answer -- the on answer -- to education, health, welfare, human relations,

bureaucracy, .... Which educational model is rest? What's the one best way to

,

, organize government? Which one program, approach is most effective in reducing
. .

.

...-
.

crime and yehabtlitating criminals?
1

The truth is that there is no ne best program approaCh across the_board for

, .the same reason that there is no ngle factor or set of factors that can solve

22
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the mystery of human behavior, no one answer to that'rndst fundamental philosophical

question: Why do people do what they do? (And that most fundamehtal governmental

question: How do we_get people to do what we want them to do?)
/

The reason is thlat individual people are different .from.each 'er in unique'

ways -7 and those unique 'individual characterist make a differe ce in what

people do and -how they respond to prograds. From the structural 4t perspective
$ 41.

that dominates social science, individual people do not make a/difference. We

learn in introductory sociology -that the major characteristic of moddrn society

as a rational system is the interchangeability or peoptg in' positions. It doesn't

matter who is President; the position is determined by barge- scale, long-term,

socio-pol-flicol-economic factors that are not subject to personal manipulation.'

It doesn't matter who..the bureaucrat is in the welf e Office; it matters only

at someone, anyone fill.. the position.) .It doe " matter who runs an educational

program, the trick f to structure _thepgram e fectively.

4
_iBut it's just not so. ,Ttfe prediction.equa ons for human behavior don't work

perfectly because human behavior is not perfe, ly predictable. After the last of

backgr'ound variables, dem graphic factors, a d structural influences have been

meastfrecf_and.entered into the equations, t e accuracy of the predictions are

V;

downright puny. Freedom of individual

choice, unique circumstances, and the f

Win the day.

ion, personal predilections and

ndamental individualiy of human beings

In-educational research we keep discovering that what makes the' difference is

the enthusiasm and dedication of individual teachers, not some ,theoretical model

of instruction.
.

In therapyisand,.,counseling what matters is the sincerity and caring
a , 1

of one individual trying to help another, not the psychotherapeutic method employed.

In ,program after program I lit that the abilities, personalities, and dedication

of the people who run and staff programs make the m or difference. In effect,

_the personal factor that I described in the first sectioof this paper as; the

23 t
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key factor in determining the utilization of:evaluation 'research demonstrates

the tame insight. Individual people and individual circumsotances make the major

difference in What happens.

This means that instead of searching for that single model of education,-

health, or welfare that will work everywhere, legislators and government admin-

istrators must find Ways to stimulate innovation and of progirams to

fit unique local needs and circumstances. Evaluation of such 15rograms 'must also

be based on the unique characteristics and goals of local programs,,not evaluation

by standardized 'criteria applied across the board.

The great threat from Big Government (or behavioral science in the service

of Big tvernment) is not that it will ever perfectly, cahtrol or manipulate us. c.

the great danger, is that we must use ,an ever greaterViiknt6inof our personal

energy, Creativity, and freedom of action finding ways to subvert standard-lied

wescriptions for behavior (and evaluation) that are usually irrelevant and often

destructive.
4

The search ,for solutions will go on td be sure, both in science and in educa:-.7
.1

tion.
,

'But the search ought not be for the One Solution. Rather, we must search

for situational solutions -- What is best for this program at this time in these

circumstances? How can we help staff accomplish their goals?- e.challenge it
4

to identify and implement alternatives not universal prescriptions that treat

people es if they're all the same. This places the responsibility for program

egluation clearly at the local level...
)

'This does not mean that there is no .responsibility fcfrevaluation at the
.

;national level. Quite the contrary, the Federal responsibility is to make avail-
5

able resources and incentives for the conduct local program evaluations. Each

local program should describe and evaluate both processes .(what the program is

doing?) and outcomes (what changes occur in teachers and classrooms?). These

, local evaluations will then provide ich tasestudy data that can be content
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analyzed at the:aticinal level to look for patterns, trends, and variations in

effettiveness under different conditions. 41-herein will be found infoNiation for

'program planning and development. :/
Of course, this is not, the easy way to carry out evaluations. It is hard

on local staff because they must 'clearly and _explicitly state objectives for both

program processes and outcomes; and they must develop methods of describing,

obse'rving, and measuring those processes and,outcomes. It is hard on office ot

Education and N.I.E._ staff because they, cannot arily somehandpsy'ardstick to all

programs and thereby discover which is best. It s hard on evaluators because .

they mtaust,interact- intensively with local staff to determine what
%

information
Athla

appropriate in a particular situation. But if teacher centers are evaluated as

other national ciducational programs have been evaluated (e.g., Headstart, Follow,
,Through, National Assessment), we will continue be like easrudin looking for

a
his lost key.

On one occasion a,nefghbor found Nasrudin down on his knees under
a street lamp looking for something.

"What have you'lost, Mull a ?"

%Or "My key," said Nasrudin. .#

After a few minutes of searchig, the other man said, "Where did
yo'u drop it?"

tor'

"Ian that darK,4.pasture."

'%."Then why, far heaven-'s sake, are you `looking here?"

"Because there is more light here."

On Causes. and Effects

The reason for separatirig wog:am processes from program oittcomes is so that

they can be related to each other. The sequence of questions goes like this:

1. Are we implementing the program the way we,want to (process
evaluation)?,

2. Are teachers changing/developing the way wg want `them- to
(outcomes evaluation)?

215
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3. Is what we're doing in the program (the processes) related to
.the changes we see in 'teachers (the*outconfes)?

This last question 't k s us into the arena of causality. 'Do the processes/

activities of the teacher c nter cause/affect the behaviorsjattitudes/sKills/
,

knowledge/feelings of teachers? One need-- know very little about research.-to know

t it is impossible to establish causality in any final sense when dealing with

e complexities of real programt where ti-eatmehts Are never pure; single, and

uncontaminated. -

It is- easy to become frustrated with the dikFicul ty of establishing .thq I.
, . . . . . .......

relationshbp between program activities and program outcomes. We cant answer

such questions definitively. No amount of scientific will provide
i . ....

,.M,

decfinitfie answers to causal qUestions foie -tlfe same reason that there is 'no
, _

One rigttt ,approach to changing human behaVier. But that is no reason
,
not to ask

the question. We cannot provtde'definitive answers but we can arriye at some

' reasonattle estimation of the likelihood that pai-ticular activities, have had 'an effect.
. .. ,

This f o i n e i s important for it tells 'us something about wet we can expect.
.. ,-- . 4

from evaluation research. Evaluation data are neverclear,tut: and absolute.- Studies

are always flawed in some way. There are always questions -of reliability and

va.lidity. Error-free instruments do not exist and cannot exist in the measwent

of complex human social/behayioral/psychOpgi cal phenomena.. Of what gPod is all

'"This then?

'--Ev#16atiort research is only of use if you believe that'some sm.tematic infor-
.

mation- is better than noll sIstematic information. Evaluation research only has

meaning if you believe that a rough idea of the relationship between. program activ-

ities and outcomes is better than reliSnce entirely upon hope and good intenticins.,

Evaluation .research does not provide final answers,, but it can provide direction.

Earlier I referred to a study aimed at determining/the faCtors that affec't

26
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the utilization of evaluation- research. 23 The first task in that study was 'to

describe how evaluations actually were used. What we found was conSiderably'more

complex an dismal than our original impressions led us to expect. Evaluation

research is used but not in the ways we had anticipated. None of the impacts

described was of the type where new findings from an evaluation-led, directly and

immediately to the making of major, concrete program decisions. The more typical

.impact was one where the evaluation findings provid d -additional pieces of infor-

Mation in the 'difficult puzzle of program action, thereby permitting some reduction
, .

in the uncertainty_within which any decisionmaker inevitably operates.

This reduction of uncertainty emerged as highly important to decisionmakers.

In some cases it simply made them more confident and determined. On the other

hand, where the need for change was indicated,,an evaluation study could help

speed up the process of change or provide an impetus for finally getting things

rolling.

Reducing uncertainty, speeding things up, and getTng things finally started

are real impacts -- notrevolutionary, organization-shaking impacts -- but important

. impacts in the 'oPinion of the people we interviewed. One administrator summarized

this vieii both on the,speci fic evaluation in question and.about evaluation in

general:

. Misel f I,have a favorable view toward evaluating. If nothing else
it precipitates activity many times that could not be precipitated
without someone taking a hard lobk at an organiiation. It did

precipitate activity in [this program].. Some of the findings were
not positive.- Some of .1t was negative. At least something occurnd

V that wouldn't have occurred if the evaluation hadn't taken place.44

It, is crucial to set realistic ekpectations at the beginning of the evaluative

process about what' can be expected ant how data will be used. Everyone involved

should clearly understand that evaluation findings can provide important information

23
Patton, et.al., Sk. Cit.

24Ibid., p. 147.,
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for program improvement, but findings must be interpreted in the full context of-,

the particular circumstances under which a program operates. Evaluation results

from a single study ought not be the sole basis on which major prograthldecisiOnS

are made. 'To'

It is important, then, "to ask causal. questions , even though evaluation data

can only provide an approximate picture of what is really happening. It is
important to ask causal questions. It is also important to interpret the results

with prudence and care.

One day an old man approached Zen master Hyakujo. The
old mansaid, "I am not a human being. In ancient times I lived
on this mountain. A student of the Way asked me if the enlightened
were still affected by causality., I replied saying that they were
not affected. Becuase of that I was degraded to lead the life of
a wild fox for five hundred years. I now request you to answer
one thing -for me. Are the enlightened still affected by causality?"

Master Hyakuj3 replied, "They are not deluded by causality."

At. that the old man was enlightened.

MasteiHyakujii, clapped his hands, laughed, and said, "I only
thought that the barbarian's .beard was red, I never realized it
was a red-bearded barbarian."25

,

QUESTIONS FOR TEACHER'CENTER EVALUATION
AN OVERVIEW FROM AN IRON COW

I began this paper with the basic tenet df the Koan!educational method that
f

the question is as important as the. answer. This paper has centered on evaluation

questions for teacher centers. In this final sectidn I shall, attempt to summarize.
..

and order those questions. .; , .
1. Who is the study for? Whose question will be answered?

Who will' determine that it all means? Begin by .contem-
plating the usefulness of what to whom.

a. Is the evaluation for local program staff' to use
in improving the program?

b. Is the evaluation for state or federal officials, to
use in making global program decisions?

2[toffman, pt138; 28
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c. What ectatsionS' are there about how the evaluation
data wi 1 be used, by whom, to make what decisions.
on What issues?

2. that do we want to affect in teachers? How do we want teachers
to be different after the program?

a. What changes, if any, do we expect in-teacjiers' feelings?

,b.' What,changes, if any, do we expect in teachers' opinions? ,

c. What chan9es, if any, do we expect in teachers-' knowledge?
. #

d. What changes, if any, do we expect in teachers' skills?

-e. What changes, if any, do we expect in teachers' behavior? ,

3. How will we observe, describe, and/or measure the degree to which'
teachers are diffe ent after the program?.

4. What are our criteria for success? and failure? At what level
and to what degree do we expect to affect teachers (for each-sodEific
outcome desired)? .

a. At what level are we doing an outstanding job?

b. At what level are we doing an adequate job?

c. At what level are we'Aoing a poor job?

5. WhatprograM activities and processes do wetexpect to engage in
to affect teachers? A

16 a. Do. we expeCt to use formal instruction by curriculum
specialists to affect teachers?

b. Do we expect to use informal, non-directed teacher
exploration to affect teachers?-

c. Do we exPect-to use advisors in establishing warm,
,

interpersonal, and directive relationships with teachers?

6. How will we o6serves (*tribe, and/Or measure the degree to which
We actually implement program processes and activities as planned?

7. What are our criteria for success? ad failure? At what level
,and to what degree do we expect to-implement program protesses
and activities?

a. At what level are we doing an outstanding job?

b. At what level are we doing an adequate job?

c. At what Jevel.are we doing a poor job?

_-
29
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8. What is the relationsWp between what we're doing in
the program (the proceises) and the changes observed in
teachers (the.outcomes)? Is there a relationship?

a. How much confidence do we have in the strength of
that relationship?

/9. What's it all mean? What do we do? What have we learned
about the program that gives us a direction for action?

10. The Koan of An Iron Cow
- .

Master Fuketsu said, "Buddha -mind is-just like an iron cow;
if there is movement--there is no progress; if there is
standstill--there is stagnation. Well, this 'no- movement-
no- standstill,' should one be mindful of it? Should one be
unmindful of it?

Answer: It's, like a stone mill.'

Master: Why is it so?

Answer: It doesn't move a bit.' Along the hedge chasing a
butterfly, by the water's side toying with a frog.

Master: This `Ino-nervenTent-no-stan still, should one be
`mindful of it? Should one be unmindful of it?
If I keep after yon' in this way, how.will you
answer?

Answer: The pupil slaps his master.once. 26 .

26Hoffman, ci t. , pp. 134-5.
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